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Abstract. We consider the extension of Curry’s basic functionality theory presented by 
Rarendregt et al. (to appitrj. and we define. for any term X. a principal type scheme tp.t.s.). We 
prove that all and the only type schemes deducible for X can be obtained from the p.t.s. of X by 
suitable operations. 
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1. Introduction 
In [J] ii type theory was introduced as an extension of basic functionality theory 
[k Chapter 141. The system increases the power of Curry’s theory (by generalizing _ _ 
both type structure ind assignment rules) so that only unsolvable terms have a 
trivial functional characterization. Moreover, in [S], for any term X. the existence 
was proved of a ‘principal type scheme’ (p.t.s.) from which all (and the only) type 
schemes of X can be generated, by suitable operations. This shows the internal 
coherence of the (in general infinite) set of type schemes which can be assigned to 
a term. Lastly, in [l] the system has been further enhanced. It becomes natural to 
ask if a notion of p.t.s. can be defined in this last theory. In the present paper we 
prove that the p.t.s. of ;1 term X, as defined in [S], is also the p.t.s. of X in this 
theory. Let us recall that, in the basic functionality theory, only one operation (the 
4~stitution) is sufficient to obtain from the p.t.s. of a term X all the type schemes 
of X, and this operation also has the property that it can be applied to an’arbitrary 
type scheme of X to obtain again a type scheme of X [7]. In [5] it was necessary 
to introduce, besides substitution, a new ,operation, which, however, has not the 
above property, i.e., it can be applied only to p.t.s.‘s. An improvement of [5] which 
is given in this paper is that all operations here defined (in order to obtain from 
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the p.t.s. of a term all the type schemes of the term) generate deducible type schemes 
for X starting from arbitrary type schemes of X. For having such a property, these 
operations can be useful also in finding, for the extended type theory, ‘generalized’ 
unification procedures (cf. unification algorithm of Robinson [9]). (It is easy to 
prove that, in the present theory, unification is not decidable.) 
2. The type theory 
In this section we will dci a survey of the tyr c theory presented in [ 1 ] and we will 
prove some results about it. 
Definition 2.1. (i) The set T of Z~LW schemes is inductively defined b> 
( 1) &(,, 4 I, . . . , t/f,,? $, , . . . c T, type variables, 
(2) w E 71 type constant, 
(2) U,TE T=+(T-+~)E T, (un7)t T. 
(ii) An arrow type scheme is a type scheme of shape a + 7 and an imwv~tiott 
type schernc is ;1 type scheme of shape u c-\ 7 (u, T E T). 
(.iii) A statement is of the form crll! with (T E 7: Xl C- .1 (set of type free A -krm4. 
31 is the subjecr and u the predicate* of rrM 
A basi.v schenzc H is 3 fink sCt of statements M.hCre all subjects arc \itriitlJlC5. 
Definition 2.2. The relation 2 (a~~ - 1 on 7‘ is inductk~l~ dt3intkl b! 
(ii) 
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We will consider the type schemes module -, and to avoid ambiguity we wilf use 
only the elements of each equivalence class (with respect a -) having the minimum 
number of symbols.’ This implies that, for all type schemes T, each subtype of T of 
the shape g n p (a-* p) is such that yt, p+ o (in fact. type schemes of the shape 
p n 0 or v -* @*are not essential to express functional properties of terms). 
Proof. (i) See [ 11. 
(ii t Is left to the reader. fl 
The fype schemes are assigned to terms by deduAons, arranged as trees of a 
rratural deduction system (see [ 81). whose premise:, arc statements with only variables 
;.s suhjwk 
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(ii) We will write D: B+ TX to denote a deduction D of TX from the basis 
scheme B (B contains at least all the uncancelled premises of D). 
is x used to deduce TX. 
Theorem 2.5 ([l]). Let X =c3 X’.’ Then BI-- ~XHB+-~X’. 
Definition 2.6. Two basis schemes, B and B’, are equioalenf (l3 = l3’) iff WV, if 
cr,s, . . . ) U,J are all (and the only) premises, whose subject is s, belonging to B 
and ‘r,x. . . . , T,,,x are all (and the only) premises, whose subject is x, belonging to 
B’, then (TV A fr’, n . . * n (T,, - 7, n q n. + . n t ,,,. 
O!Gously the following fact holds. 
In what follows we will consider the basis schemes mod - -, and, to avoid umb;guity. 
wt’ will use only the elements of each equivalence class (with rcspcct to - 1 which 
contains, for each variabk, at most one premise. 
Now we will prove that the type schemes which can be assigned to a term are all 
(and the only) type schemes of its approximants; to achieve this WC‘ wili introduce 
a new type theory * , uid wc will use a Prawitz normalization argument. 
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Definition 2.9 ([ 11). The type assignment of theory * is obtained from the rules of 
Definition 2.4(i) by 
(i) replacing rule (s ) by rule (j3~) 




(ii) adjoining rule (nE) -x - 
TX 
(t-* denotes derivability in this system). 
Lemma 2.tQ. Fbr any his sdfeme B, term X and type scheme CT, 
Proof. “If”. See [ 11. 
“Only if”. Clearly rule ( n E) can be replaced by rule ( s ). The only thing to show 
is that (/3q) is a derived rule in the F- system. i.e., if B--M and M--Q~M', then 
B*- SW. This follows from Theorem 2.5 in the case of P-reducibility. Otherwise, 
if B-- (r+ tAs.Mx (s is not free in M). then. by [ 1, Lemma 2.81. there is ~‘2 (T 
such that B u {u-x} L- (r’ + TM. Then B I-- v + &I by rule ( 5~ j. 0 
Definition 2.11 ([I]). Let D. B+*uX. 
(i) An +-cut in D is a statement occurrence ~2 in D which is the major premise 
of ( 43 and is obtained by ( 4) and immediately followed by k 3 0 applications 
of ( 0~ 1 and then @El. The length of this cut is k + 1. 
(ii) An n-cut and its length are defined similarly. 
(iii) The degree of a cut $ is IpI, the number of >8ymbols in p. 
(iv) The ordinal of D is 0( D) = w IpI + m, where IpI is the highest degree of a 
cut in 0 and 111 is the sum of the lengths of cuts with degree IpI. O(D) = 0 if D 
dot3 not contain 8 cut. 
i i 1 11 is normal if O( I)) = 0. 
ClCitrly D: Bk- * (TX and O( 1)) = 0 imply that either X has no redexes or each 
redcx in X occurs in a component to which only type w is assigned in D. 
Theorem 2.13. For any term X, hmis scheme B nrrd type scheme CT, B I- aX iff 
B - cr.4 for some A E .d( X ). 
Proof. “Only if”. Fy Lemma 2.10. Bt* OX. By Lemma 2.12 there exist normal 
D and X’ such that X -+QX and D: Bk*uX’. Since O(D) =O, either X’ has no 
-l Let up,) t-y< ) denotes fill- (P-1 reducibility. 
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redexes, and A = X’, or each redex in X’ occurs in a component o which only 
type w is assigned in D. In the second case A can be obtained from X’ by replacing 
0 for ail these components. 
“If”. If Bt- CA and A E &X), then there exists an X’ such that X= ,X’ and 
X’ can be obtained from A by replacing each occurrence of 0 by a suitable term 
2. Then a deduction B + OX’ can be obtained from any deduction B-- UA simply 
by replacing any 00 by wZ. By Theorem 2.5, if B I- vX’, then f3t- Crx. El 
From the preceding theorem it is easy to obtain the following result. also proved 
in a different way in Ll]. 
‘The following lemma corresponds to an inversion principle (SW Prawitz [ Slj Cth 
respect to the rules of Definition 2.4(i). 
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3. Some operations on basis and type schemes 
In this section we will define three operations, whose domain and range is the 
set P = ((B, 7) 1 B is a basis scheme and 7 E T). 
Then we will prove that these operations are soured, in the sense that if a pair 
(B, 7) is such that B-- TX for some X E A, then every pair (B’, 7)) obtained from 
(B, r) by means of these operations is such that B’I- 7)X. Each of these operations 
corresponds to a possible elementary way to modify a deduction D: B t- ,rX in order 
to obtain a new decituction D' : B't- T'X. Such a modification can be made either by 
replacing type variables in D by type schemes (operation of slrhstitution) or by 
adjoining to D an application of rule (s) (operation of rise) or by replacing a 
suhtroe D' of D by tt > 1 subtrees with the same structure as D, followed by an 
application of rule (f-d) (operation of expansion). 
Definition 3.1. 14 srthstitutim s is a set of pairs (4,. p,) ( 1 5 i s n). where &I, are 
dis;in l i type variables and ~1, are type schemes. Then 
(i, for every v E T, S(U) - u[&JpJ ( 1 s i s n), 
(ii) .S(( 0. i)! = (.s( B). s( 7)). 
We c;ln d&inc an cyui\alcnce relation between members of P, which will be 
uhcful in the next section. 
Detinition 3.3. (B. T) = (B’. 7’) iff there exists a substitution (B’, T’) = s((B, 7)) such 
thiit s = ((4,. $,)I 1 s i 5 n). where JI, are distinct type variables and 4, are a’ll the 
t! pt‘ \3ri;rbles occurring in <n, T). 




Remark 3.7. Let (B, T) E P be such that OX E B and cr s 7. Let op be an operation 
of substitution or rise. It is easy to verify that op(o) s op( 7). 
Definition 3.8. An expansion e is a pair (cc, n}, where p is d type scheme and rt is 
an integer > 1. 
(i) Let Z’( B, T) be the set of type schemes defined as follows: 
- /A E .Y’(B, 7), 
- if CT E Y’( B, T), any proper subtype of o belongs to Y’( B, t), 
- for each type scheme (T, such that o is a subtype of either 7 or a predicate in B: 
(a) if either (T-v+S or U- v+ (S n a) and R E Y”( B, T), then (FE Y”( B, T). 
(b) if u - v n 8 and v, S E Y”(B, T), then o E Y”( B, 7). 
(ii) Let f.‘( B, T) be the list obtained by ordering the elements of F’( H. T) in 
decreasing order according to the symbol nunlber (if two type schemes have the 
same number of symbols, their mutual order is unimportant). 
(iii) Let ct),, . . . , &, be ali tho variables occurrinq in 1_“( 1% 7). C‘hcww ~1 s 11 
distinct type variables: 4:“. . . . , t#$“, . . . , &!,‘. . . . . ch:::’ such that Vi. j. d$’ does 
not occur in (N, 7) ( 1 %: i i 11, I == js m). Lxt s, = {(&,. 4:“). . . . . tb ,,,. d::,‘)). 
(iv) for every CT E 7: et(r) is obtained from u by csamir@ in order each element 
of L”( B, T), and each time an t”it’itleIjt z’ is found which is a suhtypc of U, by rcpiacing 
I’. in 0, by .s,( V) n l - - n s,,( z.4, 
(v) e((& 7)) =(e(bL e(d). 
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Note that, in some cases (for example, if p is a type variable) the expansion 
becomes imply a particular kind of substitution. 
Remark 3.9. By point (iii) of Definition 3.8 the expansion seems not well defined; 
in fact, e((B, 7)) may denote different pairs depending on different choices of the 
new type variables. However, all these pairs are ==-equivalent, and in what folliows 
it will be clear that this is sufficient for our proposal. 
Now we prove some useful properties about the operation of expansion. 
Lemma 3.11. Let i B, r) arid (I?‘. 6) be two pairs such that r’ and each predicate in 
B’ are ‘s&ypcs of &et T or a predicatcn in B. Let e = (p, n) be an expansion ad 
~=(Y,A- - V-T y ,,,. #I) where (y,.. . . , y,,,)= YC(B. 7). Then 
J”( B”. 7’) = f“‘( B. 7). i.e.. P(( B, T)) =. e(( B. 7)). 
Proof. Obvious, from Definition 3.8. 
Property 3.12. Let u, r7L 0, u. -Z T and let B be a basis scheme such that u is a 
predicate in B. The,l, for ecery expansion e 011 the pair (B, T), 
(2 T c Y”( B. T) =s+ 3~‘s T: CT’ E Y’( B, 7) and 
(ii) 
Proof. (i) i TC- Y”‘( H. ~1). Tht: proof follows by induction on the structure of r. Let 
the txpansion lx c’ = (CL, n). 
First step. 7 - 4. where (j is a type qgariable. Then (by definition of I:) fl must bc 
blf shape either u - & or (F - d n 6. for some 6. Clearly U’ - 4. 
hdwtice step. in general, T is of shape 
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then Vj (1 sj”- nz), 3j,, . . . ,j,,: 
> ru,l n - * * f-l g,,, .--- c+ v/, n * ’ ’ f-l v,,, =i p, and 
(41.. . *, &)E{h * * * 9 Jld. 
Let 4’ be the expansion defined, from e, as in Lemma 3.1 I. Then 
+ Vj, p, E Y”( B, p,) (by construction of 4’1 
*Vj. 3i,, . . . , i, ({i,, . . . , i,} c_ {j,, s l . , j,,)): v,! f-7 l l * f-7 4, 
s p, (by inductive hypothesis) 
*Vj, 3i,, . . . , i,: (p,-, v,) 
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then 
( 1) e’( a, ) =G 2( e,) (if pi, e Y’( CY,, F,~ I= 3’” B, T) by inductive hypothesis, other- 
wise by Case A), and then 4( a,) s 4( p,,) 1 l l l n i!(pJ, 
(2) 3(P,,)fY l l n Z( P!, ) s @(PI ) by inductive hypothesis. 
From this it follqws that 
a t?(p,, ) -+ 2( v,, ) n l l - n iqp,,) - P( “,, ). 
Let US notice that. for all I s is 1. t?( p,, -, v,,) s e(p,,) -+ iV g;, 1, since either 
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and, in the case p - W, we have Bit--w + u,Ax.A', while in the case p7c o, since 
G4 - p1 n l l l n h we have Bi -{piX}F pi + vihX.A' (16 id n). The proof now 
follows from Lemma 3.11. 
Case (ii) is an obvious extension of case (i). 
(2) A=xAl- l A, By Corollary 2.16, we have 
(a) Bt-PjAi (H&n), 
(b) N--p1-+p2+ 9 -pPwx, 
whereeitherp,-,‘.*~p,~7’or(P1~~.g3Pp~7’)nSisthepredicateof.uin B. 
By Property 3.12 (applied to the pair ({T’x}, t)), vs Y’(B, ~)+p,+ l -pp+ 7% 
Y’( B, 7). Let li be the expansion defined, from e, as in Lemma 3.11. Then, hy 
inductive hypothesis, 
(a) P((B,c),))~(B~B,,u...uB ,,,, p)“n--nP)“‘) and 
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ltdudoe step. (1) A 7 AXA’. Then, by Lemma 2.17, r is of shape 
(i) cc + v, 
(ii) p1 n l **np,,,whereeachp,isofshape~+~(l~iGz). 
We consider case (i). B = ( B -(px( px E B}) w (9~) t- VA’. Let Z be the expansion 
defined, from P, as in Lemma 3.1 i . By inductive hypothesis we have c(B) I-- f?( v)A’. 
Since, 
4(8)~(e’(B)-(e’(p)xlpxE B))u{2(p)x}, 
it follows that 
The result follows since e’(@ ) + @( v) - @(p + v), and also by Lemma 3.11. 
Case (ii) is an obvious extension of case (i). 
(2) A=.xA, l l l A,, From Corollary 2.16 it follows that 
(a) Bbp, --, l l l +p,,+ I.& 
(b) B+p,A, (14 iq). 
By inductive hypothesis it follows that 
(a) e(B)+e(pp. l l +p,?~)-~. 
Since Y’~(B,p,-,~.g-,p,-*r)=Y”‘(B,7), we have that 
W tyBk2(p,M, (1 s i s p) (where 2 js &fined, from e, as in Lemma 3.11). 
and, by Lemma 3.11. et B) r dp, )A,. 
Th:n a( B)t- ddA. !I 
Definition 3.16. A chit1 c = (op, . , . . , op,,) ( n 2 1) is a .;equence where each opi 
( 1 s i 5 11) is either a substitution or a rise or an expansion. 
Theorem 3.17. Let X E .1 ami let (B, 7) be a pair such that B t- TX. If there exists a 
chain c such that 
(B. 7) -2 (B’. ?‘?. 
ther1 B’ !- 7’X. 
Proof. The proof follows by iterated application of Lemma 3.15, in the particular 
case that X E .V. The generalization to any term follows from Theorem 2.13. 3 
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4. The principal basis and type schemes 
First we will choose, for any A E .I’, a particular pair (4, n) and we will call .W 
and v respectively the principal basis scheme (p.b.s.) and the principal type scheme 
(p.t.s.) of A. Then we will prove that the given operations are complete in the sense 
that from pair (%, n) of A we can generate all pairs (B, T) such that B-- rA. Lastly 
we will generalize this concept to arbitrary terms. 
Definition 9.1. Let A E ,C, The pair (a, n) of the p.b.s. and p.t.s. of A is defined 
;-IS follows: 
(i) If AdI, th en 2I==fland ~-o.I. 
(ii) If A = x, then 9 = {CAL.) and 7~ - C#I. where Jj is a type variable. 
(iii) If .A\ = AXA’ and .&‘, 7~’ are rcspcctively the @A. and p.t.s. of A’. then 
( 1 ) if .Y cxciirs in A’, .A =z A’ -{m) (whet-c A dot’s not contain prcnliw 
on x) and TT - u --* T’, 
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Now we will prove that, for any A E JV, if f?+ ?A, then there is a chain c (of a 
particular kind) such that 
(9B. &(B, 7) 
where (3. n) is the pair of the p.b.s. and p.t.s. of A. 
Definition 4.4. A chain c = (op,, . . . , op,J ( 1 s n) is a linear chair1 iff there exists 
an integer m (0 5 122 5 12 ) such that :
(ib if m 2 1. then each op, ( 1 d i d m) is an expansion, 
(ii) each opI (122 + 1 5 js 12) is either a rise or a substitution. 
Lemma 4.5. Let (~8. R) be the pair of the p.h.s. anti p.t .s. of A c L 1’. If ;here is a 
chuiri e = (r I. . . . . eta) of mpansions such that 
(& +-L(fp, &L l l . 2 (B”. $‘), 
<A. 3~) -1, (B. T:. 
Proof. Let R* 2= (ml rrx E P ;rnd _y occurs free in A>. Obviously ( H, 7) ctn be 
obtained from {B*. T) by mean\ of the rise r = (( U*. B), (7, 7)) (see also Footnote 
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5); then we can suppose, in the next part of the proof, that the given basis scheme 
B is such that, if (TX E B, then x occurs free in A. 
The case T - w is trivial, since the chain c = (s/r), where s replaces all the typt: 
variables occurring in (3, rr) by o, and then r is the rise ((8, B), (0, 0)). We prove 
the case 77~ w by structural induction on A. 
First step. (1) A = In. Trivial. 
(2) A= M Then (9, rr) := ({4x}, 4) where d, is a type variable. Since &IF TX implies 
B={T’x} where T’S 7, we have c = (s, r) where s = (err, T’) and r is the rise 
43, B), (6 7)). 
Muctive step. ( 1) A = hx.A’. 
By Lemma 2.17, T is of shape 
(9 /J --3 u, 
(ii) El n - . l n 6,, where each & (16 is n) is of shape p + 11. 
Let (a’, rr’) be the pair of p.b.s. and p.t.s. of A’. 
Case (i). We distinguish two subcases: 
Case A. If x occurs in N, then (3, zIT) ==: (,$I’ -(ux}, v + 72’) and s daes not occur 
in %. Bt-p + uh.x.A’ implies Bc~{px}t- VA’, by Lemma US(ii), where B does not 
contain any premise with subject X. Then by inductive hypothesis there exists a 
linear chain c’ such that 
(A’, n’) -2 (B u {px}, i’).
(,fi’* n’) -2 (jy’, f”) .-: (B”‘Z‘ B L, {CIS), T”‘_C 1’). 
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(b) for any pair (B, 9 q) and for any rise I if 
then there is a rise r*, 
such that 
for any q .r f B,. 
Clearly in the particular case that c’ does not contain any expansion the proof 
simply follows from properties (a) and (b). 
COW B. If x does not occur in A’, (A, 7~) = (93’. w + 7~‘). B:f inductive hypothesis 
and by Lemma Z.lS(ii). it follows that 
CUE (ii 1. Let e be the expansion (IT, 11) such that 
Then c=(e, c’,,. . . , C,!, s} where s is a suitable substitution renaming some type 
variables. 
(2) A=A-A,... A,, Let a, and q be respectively the p.b.h. and the p.t.s. of A, 
(1 S ispI. Let (A,. rr,) be pairwise disjoint, 
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By Corollary 2.16, lib-p,A,; since B only co stains the premises used to deduce TA, 
it is easy to verify that there exist B, +-pPIAl, where Bi only contains the premises 
used to deduce piAi and 
We choose p pairs (&, p,) such that (& fs,) are pairwise disjoint and (B,, @,) = (B,, p,) 
( 1 4 i 6 p). By inductive hypothesis there exist p linear chains c: (pairwke disjoint 1 
( 1 s is p) such that 
where c: = c:, c:, and r:’ (which may be empty) are formed only of expansions. 
Then we can build the chain c‘* as follows: 
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Theorem 4.7 ([;I). 9, ccl, is a meet semilattice isomorphic to N, L. 
Then II(X) is an ideal in ,9 and therefore if II(X) is finite there exists a pair 
(3, n)= II(X), where (9% 72)~ 9, and 99 is the p.b.s. and YT the p.t.s. of X. 
Otherwise, UII(X) does not exist in P, and then the p.b.s. and p.t.s. of X is the 
infinite set of pairs U(X). 
Then by Theorems 2.13 and 4.6 we can derive the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.8. Let X E a 1. 
(i) .d( s) is finite. The pair (33, rr) = Ul7( X) is such that, if B t- TX, then 
(A 7~) --L ( B. 7) for some chair1 c. 
(ii) .d( X ) is it-@&. For every (B. 7) such that B I- 7X there exists a pair (3. n) E 
.a’lr A? so that (& IT) -L ( B. 7) for some chain c. 
From this theorem and Theorem 2.13 it follows that the principal type scheme 
i)f a term is correctly defined, since it generates, by means of the given operations, 
all (and the only) type schemes deducible for the term itself. 
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